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“D & T” covers a broad range of physics topics
■ Incoherent photoproduction and electroproduction of vector 

mesons
◆ Protons, light ions (d, 4He…) and heavy ions
◆ Key HI question: coherent/incoherent separation?

■ Short range nucleon-nucleon correlations
■ p/K structure functions
■ Inclusive Diffraction & diffractive structure functions
■ Diffractive dijets
■ Meson spectroscopy (including gg) and ‘Backward’                                  

(u channel) meson production
■ Nucleon fragmentation
■ DIS, SIDIS with spectator tagging
■ Elastic (ep,eD) scattering
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Status
■ Topics are at different stages of development

◆ For some, we have good simulations
◆ For others, we have good physics models
◆ Still others are at an earlier stage

✦ There are some critical open physics questions, including 
those that impact detector requirements

◆ For some channels, background estimates are needed to 
determine the required detector resolution

◆ These are also at different stages of development
■ We are manpower limited; not all of the schedules are 

consistent with determining detector requirements in the 
next few months
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Vector meson photoproduction and 
electroproduction

■ Coherent photoproduction (in exclusive 
group) and incoherent photoproduction 
(in diffraction and tagging) differ only in 
the presence of nuclear breakup. 

■ In Good-Walker paradigm:
◆ Coherent photoproduction is sensitive to 

the average nuclear configuration
✦ ds/dt maps out parton positions, ala 

GPDs
✦ Spatial distribution of shadowing

◆ Incoherent photoproduction is sensitive 
to fluctuations, in nuclear positions and 
also to the presence of gluonic hot spots

■ Good separation is critical!
◆ Need to understand incoherent final 

states 4



The BeAGLE Monte Carlo
■ Our main tool for simulating nuclear breakup in eA interactions

◆ Nuclear excitation, w/ decay by n, p, g emission
■ Tuned w/ FNAL E665 data
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BeAGLE and tagging heavy ion breakup
■ Neutron emission is dominant -> ZDC
■ Proton emission is secondary -> proton spectrometer
■ Nucleon-free (~ MeV photons) fraction depends on  |t|

◆ ~2% at large t, increasing as |t| decreases
◆ # of g, energies, poorly known
◆ Only ½ of photons                                                          

are Lorentz boosted
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Plot from Wan Chang, in the 
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Nuclear structure at low |t|
■ Reactions like 208Pb->207Pb + n, 207Tl + p,  197Au->196Au + n are 

endothermic
◆ Threshold energy required 5-8 MeV
◆ If one assumes that a single nucleon recoils, nucleon emission from 

Pb is impossible for |t|<0.015 GeV2

■ Low energy (~ 5 MeV) nuclear excitations must go to specific 
excited (shell-model) states
◆ The lowest lying state for 208Pb is at 2.6 MeV

✦ No accessible states whatsoever for lesser energy transfer
• Incoherent cross-section=0
• For single-nucleon recoil, this is |t|<0.005 GeV2

◆ The lowest excited state for 197Au is at 77 keV
✦ Long-lived (1.9 nsec, gbct=118 m), so will escape any EIC detector

• Indistinguishable from coherent production.  
✦ Two other states below 300 keV

• 50 MeV lab-frame energy threshold << 100% efficient
◆ Lead and gold are quite different! 7SK



dsincoherent/dt at small |t|

■ dsincoherent/dt must drop with decreasing |t| as various final 
states become kinematically inaccessible.
◆ Above kinematic thresholds, a gradual turn-on is expected.

■ It seems hard to measure (or calculate) incoherent 
photoproduction at small |t|. Distinguish between coherent 
and incoherent production is tricky.

■ This has implications for the Good-Walker paradigm, which 
relates dsincoherent/dt to event-by-event fluctuations in the 
nuclear state (e. g.  nucleon position and gluonic hot spots).
◆ At small |t|, nuclei are better described using shell model 

orbitals than nucleon positions.
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Coherent photoproduction on light ions
■ 4He is particularly interesting because double-scattering is likely

◆ Clean test of multiple scattering mechanism
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Tagging scattered light ions
■ For many applications (nuclear imaging, coherent 

phenomena), it is highly desirable (and possible) to detect the 
scattered ion in coherent photoproduction
◆ Improved separation of coherent and incoherent 

photoproduction
✦ scoherent << sincoherent

◆ Improved measurement of reaction kinematics
■ Desired kinematic coverage:

◆ 10-4 < X < 10-1   i. e. down to small fraction electron energy loss 
◆ 0 < ion pT < 700 MeV/c
◆ Limited by beam divergence; some of these ions may remain in 

the beam
■ Desirable for as many ions as possible (i. e. up to the largest 

possible A)
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Vector meson reconstruction
■ J/y, y’, U->ee are fairly easy to reconstruct (µµ channel?)
■ F->K+K- is hard because the kaons are so soft

◆ P=135 MeV/c (b~0.2) in f rest frame
■ 18 GeV e on 100 GeV Au – eSTARlight simulation
■ Bjorken x maps to rapidity – need wide coverage for low x

11Sam Heppelman
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f detection efficiency
■ All-silicon tracker, with 6 barrel layers and 6 endcap disks/side

◆ eSTARLIGHT à EICRoot
■ 18 GeV e on 100 GeV Au
■ All Q2, but dominated by low Q2

■ Acceptance hole at mid-rapidity (for low Q2)
■ Other f decay modes seem tough

12Sam Heppelman

Acceptance hole:135 MeV/c K± Cannot be reconstructed
Red – generated
Blue - reconstructed

Red – generated
Blue - reconstructed

F rapidity Kaon pseudorapidity
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Short-range correlations in eC collisions
■ Study short-range nucleon-nucleon correlations

◆ Ideally np (dominant), nn, and pp pairs
■ Studies for 10X100 GeV/n and 5X41 GeV/n
■ Simulated with GCF-QE + BeAGLE
■ Nucleons are scattered at small angles

◆ Qrecoil ~ few mrad< Qleading~ 15 mrad for  10*110 GeV collisions

15Florian Hauenstein



Acceptance for short range correlations in eC

■ EicRroot simulations 
Off-momentum 
detectors and B0 
important for recoil 
protons

■ Limited ZDC 
acceptance: leading 
neutrons not 
accessible

■ eD collisions require 
similar acceptances 
as eC

16Florian Hauenstein & Alexander Jentsch



The diffractive longitudinal structure function FD
L

■ FL(x,Q2) is the structure function that is related to             
the interaction of longitudinally polarized (virtual)          
photons.  FD

L(x,b,Q2) is its diffractive counterpart
◆ Requires measurement of hadronic mass, and               

presence of rapidity gap
■ FD

L is sensitive to gluon component of Pomeron
■ Studied by comparing cross-sections at different          

collision energies into same detector acceptance

■ Initial study considered 18 collision energies
◆ To map our acceptance in x,b,Q2

◆ 5,10, 18 GeV electrons on 41, 100, 120,165, 180, 275 GeV
✦ 18 collision energies are a lot – are all needed?

17Wojtek Slominski



■ Measurement of structure functions FL, F2

and g1 (for polarized beams), and of TMD 
quark distributions

■ Spectator tagging provides control over 
the initial nuclear configuration.  
◆ Tagging a neutron allows the bound 

proton SF to be probed
◆ Tagging a d gives access to the         

neutron
■ CLAS version of SIDIS MC based on 

PEPSI
■ Work on adding nuclear Fermi motions, 

distributions of spectator nucleons
■ Goal: understand the accessible   

kinematic range and statistical 
uncertainties 18

Ivica Friscic, Dien Thi Nyugen and Jackson Reeves Pybus

DIS & 
SIDIS

Tagging

Spectator tagging in inclusive and semi-
inclusive DIS of 3He
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Toward detector requirements
■ Detector requirements are emerging from parts of the diffraction 

and tagging group
■ For vector meson reconstruction

◆ Large pseudorapidity (at least |h<4|) acceptance, to cover the full 
Bjorken-x range

◆ Dp/p ~ 1% at 5 GeV required to separate U states
◆ Mid-rapidity f-> K+K- photoproduction produces 135 MeV/c kaons

■ For many purposes (vector mesons, short range correlations…)
◆ Full kinematic coverage for downstream protons and neutrons
◆ Detailed requirements & designs from meson structure function group

■ To separate coherent and incoherent VM production
◆ For heavy ions, downstream photon detection, down to ~ < 100 MeV
◆ For light ions, detection of intact ions with small energy loss & PT
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Conclusions

■ Good progress on some topics since Pavia.  
■ There are conceptual/practical difficulties in achieving the 

required separation between coherent and incoherent 
photoproduction envisaged in the 2012 White Paper.
◆ There are large uncertainties in how the energy deposited in a 

recoiling nucleus will manifest itself.
■ The group has a strong focus on tagging forward nucleons, 

and possibly photons.  This requires the largest possible solid 
angle coverage.  
◆ The meson structure function group is studying fairly detailed 

designs for forward spectrometers
■ Good progress on detector requirements in some areas.
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208Pb
■ No low-lying nuclear states
■ First state, 2.6 MeV, corresponds to pT= 70 MeV

◆ No accessible incoherent excitation for pT < 70 MeV/c
✦ Marginally accessible: 3 hbar angular momentum needed.

24From https://nds.iaea.org/relnsd/vcharthtml/VChartHTML.html



Nuclear structure of 197Au
■ Many excited states below 1 MeV

25From https://nds.iaea.org/relnsd/vcharthtml/VChartHTML.html

7.3 s half-life
(Inaccessible due to L)

T1/2= 1.92 ns
gbct = 118 m g-ray

g-ray
g-ray


